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Tara Nunziac

General Information Physical Characteristics
Species: Yamataian Height: 145 cm (4'7“)
Gender: Female Weight: 37 kg (82 lbs)
Age: 22 Measurements: 72-54-77 (28-21-30)
Employer: Origin Industries Bra Size: B
Occupation: Security Officer Eyes: Blue
Rank: Lt. Commander Hair: Blonde
Current Assignment: SS Nanashi

Tara is an NPC played by Revolver

Physical Characteristics

Description: Tara is a short woman with an attitude. Hair Color and Style: Tara's hair is medium
length her bangs kept separated into tails on either side of her face. Distinguishing Features: Tiny
body, Big anger.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Tara is an explosive, snarky, bundle of rage. She's got a complex due to her height, but is
too proud to ST into a larger body. Likes: Being in a position of authority, horse riding, loose-fitting
clothes. Dislikes: Short jokes, people looking down on her, being cooped up in small places. Goals: To
buy a ranch or other large piece of land and settle down.

History

Family: Tadarius (Father), Ana (Mother), Jack (younger brother), Tab (younger brother), Vance (younger
brother), Amanda (younger sister).

Born on Tatiana, Tara was the first child born of what was to be a fairly large family. Her father worked in
an office where he managed people who managed other people who managed the people who put
together electronic components for a large manufacturer. Due to being sort of a runt as a kid, Tara
developed a mean temper in school, where she was punished repeatedly. When she grew older, she tried
to join the police force for all the wrong reasons, and ended up getting kicked out of the academy. It was
after this she was found by the mysterious (and quite strange) Aerin Tatst, who offered her a position at
her company, Origin Industries, where she joined Origin's Security detail, and rose up to be a Lt.
Commander in charge of Security on the SS Nanashi.
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